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SWEEPER COLLECTOR RANGE | SC210 AND SC240



The SC210 and  
SC240 Sweeper 
Collector Range

The SC210 and SC240 combination sweeper and collectors have an 

operating width of  2100mm (94") and 2400mm (96") respectively.

The sweepers are designed to meet the needs of the modern plant 

hire company and construction plant operator. The one piece 

sweeper collector canopy ensures the sweeper can take the knocks 

of everyday use.

Both the SC210 and SC240 sweeper collectors require a single, 

double acting hydraulic service to operate the brush drive and the 

hydraulic opening collection tank hopper.

Both sweepers are designed to be used with a range of construction 

plant equipment, including backhoe loaders and telescopic handlers.

An integral water tank fitted to the sweeper with a water sprinkler 

system ensures the class leading visibility is maintained at all times.



SWEEPER COLLECTOR RANGE | SC210 AND SC240

Features and Benefits Heavy-Duty Once Piece Sweeper Canopy

Superior structural strength to take the knocks of every day site use.

Floating Fork Frame 

Sweeper automatically follows the contours, increasing  

sweeper output.

Combination Steel and Polypropylene Brush

Provides superior sweeping finish even with compacted material.

Hydraulically Operated Collection Hopper

Allows controlled emptying of hopper from cab.

Optional Internal Water Tank

Provides class-leading operator visibility.

Removable Drain Bungs 

Allows easy cleaning and emptying of water tank.

Standard Product Features

Heavy-duty enclosed canopy

Heavy-duty castors

Floating mounting frame

Large diameter combination brush core

Brush core adjusters

Flow control sequencing valve

Hydraulically operated collection hopper*

Mounting frame options:

Universal fork mount

Loadall Q-fit

Backhoe loader quickhitch

Combination fork and Q-fit hitch

Integral water tank and sprinkler (optional)**

Protected sprinkler bar

Twin water tanks and drain bungs

Gutter brush (optional)

* SC210: 350L (250L with sprinkler), SC240: 400L (300L with sprinkler) 

** SC210: 320L, SC240: 370L
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